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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
CHAPTERV 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
This chapter presents the conclusions of the study. At the last part of this 
chapter, the writer presents some suggestions that hopefully will be useful. 
5.1 Conclusions 
Child language can be recognized directly from its syntactic form because 
it is simple. Crayon Shinchan, the main character of Shinchan comics is a five-
year old boy who has unique language. People around the world love these comics 
and animation because ofShinchan's unique language and his typical behavior. In 
spite of that, mothers are getting worried of letting their children read and watch 
Shinchan because they think that his language and behavior is harmful. Prof 
Sadtono from NUBAC Japan, said in his e-mail to the writer, that even Japanese 
mothers forbid their children consume Shinchan comic. In addition, Sr. Monica 
Junko Shioya, the president of Seisen University Japan also said in her e-mail to 
the writer, that Shinchan' s animation and comic are very rude. That kind of 
phenomenon also happens in Indonesia. Jawa Pos, one of Indonesian popular 
newspapers once made a forum to discuss Shinchan's language and behavior for a 
whole week. This strengthens the writer' s opinion that Shinchan' s language is 
worth to be analyzed. It is because the writer finds the fact in society that 
Shinchan is very popular among all ages eventhough his language and behavior 
are considered rude. 
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Questions then came to the writer's mind, and she formulated them as her 
research questions. She conducts her study to find out the linguistic features of 
Shinchan's child language, the illocution and the real intention of Shinchan's 
utterances, the effects or the perlocution of Shinchan's utterances on his 
interlocutors, and the factors that influence Shinchan' s child language. 
From the results of the study, the writer then could draw conclusions as 
follows: 
1. Shinchan' s language is a child language from the point of view of its linguistic 
features. 
• The Syntax of Shinchan' s language ts simple, like an ordinary child 
language. 
• Shinchan' s favorite topic reflects child language. The topic he likes to tell 
not only about things that happen to him and things he wants but also 
about his dreams and fantasies. 
• Shinchan's pronunciation is child pronunciation. He still makes mistakes 
in pronouncing words. 
• Shinchan's diction is child diction. He likes to pick up new words and 
applies whenever he gets the chance. 
2. In contrast, according to the intended meanings or the illocutionary acts of his 
child language and his real intention of uttering his language, Sbinchan's 
language sometimes can be considered as an adult language. Shinchan' s 
language is mostly full of sexual innuendos, though one hopes that he really 
doesn't understand what he is saying. He loves saying things in his own way. 
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He likes to make a joke, but the impolite ones. He thinks that what he said is 
funny and he enjoys saying that eventhough he gets punished. Lastly, 
Shinchan would use every opportunity to speak the facts out, eventhough it is 
not appropriate. 
3. Shinchan's unique language gives impacts on his interlocutor. Most of them 
feel irritated and embarrassed because Shinchan loves saying sexual 
innuendos. The biggest impact goes to his mother who often feels ashamed 
because of his only son's terrible language and behavior. 
4. There are five main factors that greatly influenced Shinchan' s language. They 
are the culture where Shinchan lives, the parent-child relationship in his 
house, the gender roles, the existence of television and other mass media, and 
Shinchan' s self-concept and self-evaluation. 
5.2 Suggestions 
This study is far from perfect due to so many shortcomings in terms of 
instruments, and procedures of analyzing the data. Anyway, the writer still hopes 
that this study will give good contribution to the study of psycholinguistics, 
semantics, and CCU (Cross Cultural Understanding) significantly; and for 
Indonesian parents in general. 
Analyzing a comic is challenging, and Shinchan's language is worth to be 
analyzed. Unfortunately, the writer still found difficulties in looking for 
references about child language and about the Japanese children language. It 
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would be better if the institution provides enough books so that further research 
would not get the same difficulties. 
The writer also found difficulties in formulating procedures of analyzing 
the data. It is because analyzing a comic is rarely done by previous researchers. 
The writer suggests further researches to have better procedures of analyzing the 
data to perfect this study. 
For the Psycholinguistics field, the writer hopes that the study under report 
can be a topic of child language to be taught to students. Shinchan's language is a 
new phenomenon of child language to be researched more. 
Shinchan' s child language' s illocutionary force can be input for the 
lecturers to teach Semantics, especially the theory of Speech Acts. It can be a 
topic to be given to the students as their exercises. 
Shinchan comes from a Japanese family. It can be a topic also for the 
teaching of Cross Cultural Understanding (CCU) because the lecturers can 
explore the culture points in Shinchan's child language as an example of 
explaining Japanese culture. 
From her study, the writer suggests that Indonesian parents accompanying 
their children in watching Shinchan animation film and its comics. Children are 
easy to imitate something, just like Shinchan. By accompanying their children in 
watching Shinchan' s animation and reading Shinchan comics, the parents could 
give education to their children on how a good child is. Shinchan also opens 
parents' eyes that they must pay extra attention to films and magazines their 
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children read. Shinchan is one of the effects if they pay less attention to films and 
books their children consume. 
One thing to be considered by parents is that children are very easy to 
imitate things. Therefore, parents must pay attention to their own language and 
behavior at home. It is because their child will accidentally imitate what they hear 
and what they see in their house. 
Shinchan' s language is a child language. What make it considered rude are 
his behavior and his vocabulary. Shinchan likes to expose taboo things that should 
not be said by a child of his age. Actually Yoshito Usui wants to open parents' 
eyes that Shinchan is the fact that is starting to happen. Sr. Monica Junko Shioya 
said that young people in Japan nowadays uttered rude language. Shinchan is the 
reflection of Japanese situation nowadays and Usui exposes it so that parents 
could be more aware of their children's language and behavior 
Shinchan comic is an early sign of recent children language phenomena. 
That is why, to prove and to avoid deeper impact, the writer here suggests the 
parents to read these comics first before giving it to their children. It is done so 
that parents know the best way to educate their children while reading these 
comics. Parents can make Shinchan as an example of a bad child and explain that 
words Shinchan used are impolite and they are not supposed to use it. Therefore, 
Shinchan can be used to educate children. 
This study can be developed more in further researches. The further 
research could focus on Shinchan's language syntactic form, or the vocabulary 
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used by Shinchan compared to five-years old children vocabulary, or the use of 
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